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SHIELDING FACTORS FOR GAMMA RADIATION PROM ACTIVITY DEPOSITED 

ON STRUCTURES AND GROUND SURFACES. 

Per Hedemann Jensen 

Abstract. This report describes a computer model that calcu

lates shielding factors for indoor residence in multisto

rey and single-family houses for gamma radiation from acti

vity deposited on roofs, outer walls, and ground surfaces. 

The dimensions of the buildings including window areas and 

the nearby surroundings has to be specified in the calcu

lations. 

Shielding factors can be calculated for different photon 

energies and for a uniform surface activity distribution as 

well as for separate activity on roof, outer wall, and ground 

surface achieved from decontamination or different deposition 

velocities. 

For a given area with a known distribution of different houses 

a weighted shielding factor can be calculated as well as a time-

averaged one based on a given residence time distribution for 

work/school, home, outdoors, and transportation. 

Calculated shielding factors are shown for typical Danish 

houses. To give an impression of the sensitivity of the 

shielding factors on the parameters used in the model, vari-
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ations were made in some of the most important parameters: 

wall thickness, road and qround width, percentage of outer 

wall covered by windows, photon energy, and decontamination 

percentage for outer walls, ground and roofs. The uncertainty 

of the calculations is discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In studies of the potential radiological consequences from hypo

thetical nuclear reactor accidents where radioactivity is re

leased to the atmosphere, attention has in the last few years 

been qiven to the long-term radiation doses originating from ac

tivity deposited on structures and ground surfaces. In particu

lar, the discussions have focused on sites where nuclear power 

plants have been placed near large population centers giving a 

potential long-term exposure risk from radionuclides such as 

137Cs. 

The gamma dose rate at a given indoor residence from deposited 

activity will depend on the activity concentration from de

position on outer walls, roofs, and the surrounding ground 

surfaces, as well as the building construction regarding build

ing size, position of the apartment, window areas, and thick

ness of walls, floors and roofs. 

In calculations of the dose rate from deposited activity most 

computer models use the dose rate one meter above an infinite 

smooth, plane source as a reference. The actual dose rate at a 

given location is then found by multiplying this reference 

dose rate with a modifying factor - the so-called shielding 

factor. 

The shielding factor is usually defined as the ratio of the 

indoor dose rate from deposited activity on an infinite ground 

surface to the reference dose rate noted above. 

To make more realistic dose calculations for urban areas 

a computer model has been developed for calculating shielding 

factors that also include radiation from deposited activity on 

outer walls and roofs, and which consider the finite size of 

the surrounding ground surface. 
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The main feature of the model is that the activity concentration 

could differ at the various surfaces. Therefore, shielding 

factors can be calculated for houses where the deposition vel

ocity to the ground surface differs from that of the house 

surfaces, as well as for situations where decontamination has 

changed the surface activity distribution. 

In risk studies, where the long-term stochastic consequences 

from living in contaminated urban areas are estimated, it is 

important to know the effect of a given decontamination measure. 

For this purpose the present model can be used to give an impro

ved rleture for urban areas than previously achieved. 

2. DOSE RATE PROM SURFACE SOURCES 

2.1. Outdoor dose rate 

2*J.,J.*_Do.s£ La—e—*IPE. £n_^H^init£ £ u£^£ c£ 

The photon flux density from an infinite plane surface source 

having the source concentration Q can be described in the fol

lowing way with reference to Figure 1: 

Fig. 1. Geometry for calculating the dose rate from an infinite 

plane surface source. 
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The activity in the infinitesimal ring element with radius fro« 
r to r + dr is: 

dq = 2**Q*r*dr (1) 

From the source point to the detector point the photons will 

experience build-up as well as attenuation in air. 

With regard to this, the photon flux density at the detector 

point from the ring element is given by: 

Q*r*dr 
d*ref = 2,r 1 - ' B<"air* v>" ^"air* (2) 

4vy* 

where y = /r2 + a^ , B is the dose build-up factor in air, and 

**air *s tne linear attenuation coefficient for air. 

The total photon flux density is then: 

Q - r 
•ref = - ' 1 —0 -' B("airy) * *~v**y ** <3> 

2 ° rl + a 2 

The dose rate is given by: 

/ ̂ en\ 
Dref \ ) . * *ref * E 

Q /^en\ " r 

- — ' ) • E • / — • B(uairy) • e"
uairy dr (4) 

2 x p 7 a i r o r* + a* 

(fen/P)air *s here the mass-energy absorbtion coefficient for 
air and E is the photon energy. 

This dose rate is used as reference dose rate for the calculation 

of shielding factors in Section 3. 
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2.1.2. Dose rate from a finite road surface 

The photon flux density from a plane rectangular source with the 

concentration Q, length 2L and width w is calculated as follows 

with reference to Figure 21 

detector point 

Fig. 2. Geometry for calculating the dose rate from a road of 

length 2L and width w. 

The activity in an infinitesimal ground element around (x,y) is: 

dq = Q • dx «dy (5) 

Taking build-up and attenuation in air into consideration gives 

the following expression for the photon flux density at the 

detector point from the ground element: 

d*ground 
Q • dx • dy 

4*r' 
-P»ir.r B(wair r) • e
 Mair (6) 

r2 = x2 + y2 + a2 

This gives the total flux density as: 

L w-b 
ground 

-L -b An r 2 
B(nair rj'e'^air

 r dydx 

(7) 

(8) 

The outdoor dose rate at the distance a above the road and di

stance b from the road side is then: 
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Q / M e n \ L w " b B<i»air*r> 
Dout.g ~ * ( ~ ) ' • / / a i f . - » . i r - ' dy-dx (9) 

•* V ''air "L ~b r 

where E and uen/p are the same as defined in Sec. 2.1.1. 

^•2- -3-_
D o. s e. £ai.e_^I.0!* 2.u*.er_ 11*1.^5. 

The photon flux density from a vertical plane rectangular source 

with the concentration Q, length 2Lr and height h is calculated 

as follows with reference to Figure 3: 

Fig. 3. Geometry for calculating the dose rate from a wall of 

length 2L and height h. 

The photon flux density at the detector point from the infini
tesimal wall element is: 

Q»dx»dy 
a»wall » — 7~ B ( Wair' r> , e" Mair r (10) 

r2 » x2 + y2 + b 2 (11) 

The total flux density is then: 
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L h-a Q 
•wall * / / T' B{ u a i r ' r r e p a i r * dy'dx (12) 

-L -a 4« r2 

The outdoor dose rate at a distance a above ground and b fro« 

one wall is: 

0 />»en\ L h-a B( w a i r r) 
,w " ( ) * • • J / : 

4* v P ' ,i, -L -a r4 

»outrw - H^} * E • / / — — T = e'^air* dydx (13) 
p air 

The outdoor dose rate fro* the walls on both side of a road is 

calculated fro« Eq. 13 as a SUM of two terms with distances b and 

w-b from the walls, respectively. 

2.2. Indoor dose rate 

2_.2_.2._Dos£ £ate_f£0« £ Hi!}}te_**£*&. £u£^£c£ 

The indoor photon flux density from deposited activity on the 
ground can be calculated from the following general equation: 

Q B(CuR) 
• » / e-Z»* dA (14) 

4* A r2 

where EuR is the sum of all the mean free paths in the build

ing materials and air through which the photons will penetrate 

during travel from source to detector point. A is the area 

with the activity concentration Q. 

The geometry used for calculating of the indoor flux density 

in a multistorey building from surrounding ground surfaces is 

shown in Pigs. 4, 5, and 6. 

It appears from the figures that the road is divided in sub-

areas from which the photons will penetrate various numbers of 

walls and floors. Only one inner wall parallel to the front 
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wall is used in this »odel (in a single-family house two inner 

walls parallel to the lonq and short outer wall, respectively. 

Fig. 4. Geometry for a multistorey building. 

Pig. 5. Vertical cross section with sub-division of the road 

along a Multistorey building. 



- 1 2 -

road 

Kg] & floors, 1 front wall | | t floors, 1 front wall, 1 side wall 

( p | 3 floors, ^ 3 floors. 

( 1 2 floors, p j | 2 floors, 

0 ' floor, | H 1 floor, 

Fig. 6. Horizontal cross section with sub-division of the road 

along a multistorey building. 

The photon flux density at the n'th floor is given by: 

( 1 5 ) 

where 

r 2 = x 2 + y 2 + (n(ZQ + X ) + a ) 2 
( 1 6 ) 

»»Ri,j,n " "l<n-j>- Xg ' 
n(Z 0+Xg ) + a 

• <xf + xin>T + ixs-~l 

yj - b-

+ Mair ' r> 3 " 0 ' 1 ' 2 

n(Z0 + Xg) + a 

( n - j ) (Z0+Xg) + a 
i j = 1 ,2 , 

( 1 7 ) 

( 1 8 ) 
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y0 » b + Xf (19) 

Yn+1 a Yo + «road (20) 

N = number of neighbour apartments on each side of the apartment 

in question. 

The second term in the bracket in Eq. 15 accounts for the radiation 

that - beyond the front wall - penetrates an increasing number of 

side walls between the apartments (up to N). 

The factor 4 in Eq. 15 takes into account the presence of a road 

on each side of the building, and that the x-integration due to 

symmetry has been limited to start at zero. 

In the computer program the total flux density for a multistorey 

building is calculated from Eq. 15 as: 

•ground = °'5 ' »ground <xin=0>+ °'5 * »ground <xin> <21> 

because only one inner wall (X^n) parallel to the outer waii is 

considered. For single family houst the cotal flux dens'ty is 

calculated from Eq. 15 without the second term in the bracket as: 

»ground = 0.25 I(»ground(xin=0) + »ground(Xin>)be 

+ (»ground (*ins0) + Kround(*in>>cbl (22) 

The indices be and cb indicate that b and c are interchanged (see 

Fig. 4) accounting for the dose rate contribution from the ac

tivity on the ground areas in front of the two long and the two 

short walls of the house, respectively. 

The indoor dose rate from the ground is then given by: 

• / U e n \ 
D in,g - »ground ' ( ) ' B < 2 3 > 

W ' a ir 
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To account_for the poor shielding of windows an effective 

thickness Xf of the outer wall is used. The value is determi

ned from the fraction p of the outer wall area that is covered 

by windows and the gamma radiation transmission factors T for 

the window and the outer wall: 

T(Xf) = p-T(Xwindow) + (1-p)'T(Xf) (24) 

* P + (1-p)'T(Xf) 

This method is considered somewhat conservative as it assumes 

that a fraction p of the indoor residence time is spent at 

the windows (see Sect. 4.1). 

2.2.2. Dose rate from outer walls 

The indoor photon flux density from activity deposited on outer 

wall surfaces can be calculated from the basic Eq. 14. The 

geometry used for the calculation is shown at Fig. 7. 

Qdzdx. 

V 

4 v 

Fig. 7. Vertical cross section for calculation of indoor dose 

rate from deposited activity on outer walls. 

The photon flux density at the n'th floor from activity deposi

ted on the outer walls on a building with p storeys is given 

by: 
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where 

r 2 = (n(ZQ + Xg) + a - z ) 2 + (b + X f } 2 + x 2 (26) 

Z j = j * (Z 0 + Xg) (27) 

y R i , j , n - "H »-il ' xg '7". TT 1 * <XC+Xin>* 
r 

|n(Z0 + Xg) + a-z| b + Xf 

r 
+ i*X s— ] + nair'r (28) 

x 

The second term in the bracket in Eq. 25 accounts for the radi

ation that penetrates both the outer wall and an increasing 

number of side walls between the apartments (up to N). 

The factor 4 in Eq. 25 takes into account the presence of an 

outer-wall at each side of the building, and that the x-integra-

tion due to symmetry has been limited to start at zero. 

The total flux density for a multistorey building is calculated 

from Eq. 25 as: 

*walls0-5, *wall<xina°> + °-5* *wall<
xin' <29> 

as only one inner wall (Xfn) parallel to the outer wall is con

sidered. For single family houses the total flux density is 

calculated from Eq. 25 without the second term in the bracket 

as: 

*wall * 0-25 [(*wall(Xina°) + *wall(xin))bc 

•M*walKxin=0> + *walK x in ) )cb J (3°) 
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The indices be and cb indicate that b and c are interchanged 

(see Fig. 4) accounting for the dose rate contribution from 

the activity on the two long and the two short walls of the 

house, respectively. 

The indoor dose rate from the outer walls is then given by: 

Din,w = *wall • (" 

Jen \ 

/ air 
(31) 

i.*2.*2.'_D2.se. £ai.e_^£°!E £ £°°^_ 

The indoor flux density from activity deposited on the roof can 

be calculated from the basic Eq. 14. The geometry used is shown 

in Fig. 8. It appears from the figure that the tilted roof has 

been set equal to a flat roof at a distance aroof from the 

ceiling of the upper apartment. 

Fig. 8. Vertical cross section for calculation of indoor dose 

rate from deposited activity on a roof. 

The photon flux density at the n'th floor arising from deposited 

activity on twe roof on a building with p storeys is given by: 
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^M^**K^tJ:^^<i*M -«. 
where 

r2 = ((p-n)*(Z0+X ) + Z0 !• a r o o f + X r o o f - a ) 2 + x2 + y2 (33) 

wRi,n = y[((P-n)*X + X r o o f ) -
(p-n)-(Z0+Xg)+Z0+aroof+Xroof -a 

„ f + i x s - r 

xz+y 
+xin ' "7?=T + iXs 1 + Wr (34> 

/xz+vz x 

The second term in the bracket in Eq. 32 accounts for the radi
ation that penetrates both the roof and an increasing number of 
side walls between the apartments (up to N). 

The factor 4 in Eq. 32 takes into account that both the x- and 

y-integration due to symmetry has been limited to start at 

zero. 

The total flux density for multistorey and single-family buil

dings is calculated from Eq. 32 as: 

•roof * °'5' *roof<xins°> + °'5* »roof 'Xin> <35> 

as only one inner wall parallel to the outer wall is considered. 
The indoor dose rate from the roof is then given by: 

/ U e n\ 
Din,r • *roof ' ( ) ' E < 3 6> 
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3. SHIELDING FACTORS FOR BUILDINGS 

3.1. Definition of the shielding factor 

The shielding factor is defined as 

D 
S = — (37) 

»ref 

where D is the actual dose rate and Dref a reference dose rate. 

In this study the reference dose rate is chosen as the dose rate 

1 meter above an infinite, smooth surface source (cf. Sect. 2. 

1.1). 

3.2. Outdoor shielding factor 

A person staying out of doors in a contaminated urban area will 

receive radiation doses from the contaminated roads as well as 

from house walls. However, the buildings will act both as radi

ation source and shield for radiation from distant parts of the 

ground surface, and consequently the dose rate in urban areas 

will be less than that from an infinite surface source with 

the same activity concentration. The outdoor shielding factor 

is given as: 

• • • 
Dout,g • Dout,b + Dout,w-b 

S o u t = Z : (38) 
Dref 

The dose rate from the ground Dout,g *-s calculated by Eq. 9 in 
Sect. 2.1.2, and the dose rate from the buildings at each side 
of the road Bout,b

 an<3 Dout,w-b are calculated from Eq. 13 in 
Sect. 2.1.3. The outdoor radiation at ground level from activity 
deposited on roofs is neglected, because a substantial part of 
it will be absorbed in the building materials. 
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3.3. Shielding factor for a single residence 

The radiation doses at indoor residence in a multistorey build

ing or a single family house will come from contaminated roads, 

gardens, house walls, and roofs. Neighbouring houses will act 

both as a shield for the radiation from distant parts of the 

ground surface, and as a radiation source. In this study, the 

radiation from neighbouring houses is neglected, as their contri

bution to the total indoor dose rate is insignificant as far 

as Danish building/road geometries are concerned. 

The indoor shielding factor is given by: 

• » » 
D in,g + Din,w + D i n , r 

Sin = — (39) 
Dref 

The indoor dose rates are calculated from Equations 23, 31 and 

36, respectively. 

3.4. Weighted shielding factor 

For a given distribution of residences, a weighted shielding 

factor is defined as: 

S i n
 s I Pi'sin,i <*°> 

where pi is the fraction of a given residence type (single 

family, 3rd storey in a 7 storey house etc.) having the shiel

ding factor Sinri. 

The weighted shielding factor expresses the ratio between the 

average individual dose rate for the area under consideration 

when all individuals remain indoors, and the dose rate for 

the same area when all individuals remain out of doors on 

an infinite surface with the same activity concentration. 

With an equal distribution of people in the given 

tion of residences, the weighted shielding factor 
distribu-

also ex-
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presses the ratio between the collective dose rate from in

door residence, and the collective dose rate to the popula

tion from outdoor residence on an infinite surface source. 

3.5. Time-averaged shielding factor 

The weighted shielding factor Sin is a static shielding factor 

for a given geographic area as far as residence in homes is 

concerned. However, it is necessary to consider different lo

cations during a week, i.e. out of doors, working place, trans

port, and at home. This dynamic shielding factor or time-aver

aged shielding factor is defined as: 

S t = I I • St (41) 
i M68' 

where tj is the number of hours in a week during which an indi

vidual is located at a place having the shielding factor S^ 

(which can either be a weighted shielding factor or a single 

shielding factor). 

The above is correct only when the different shielding factors 

Si refer to areas with the same activity concentration as the 

reference area. This implies that the population of a certain 

district is employed within this district« Of course, this is a 

simplification but the error is somewhat counterbalanced in 

the summing of the collective dose for many municipalities. 

Furthermore, it should be noted that both the weighted and the 

time-averaged shielding factors should be used only to calculate 

collective doses and average individual doses for the evalu

ation of stochastic health effects, but not for calculating 

individual doses for the assessment of non-stochastic health 

effects. For this purpose, the area under consideration should 

be divided in shielding classes and a time-averaged shielding 

factor calculated for each. 
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3.6. Calculated shielding factors for Danish houses 

.̂6_._1_._Att£nu_ation_aiid_b£ild̂ u£ d_ata_forJbu_il<Jing_ mater i al£ 

The attenuation coefficient for the building materials depends 

on the elemental composition and the microscopic photon cross 

section for these elements. The linear attenuation coefficient 

is calculated from: 

6.023'K)23 wA 
v = P * E • ot (42) 

i Ai 100 

where wj is the weight per cent, a± the total microscopic 

cross section (excl. the coherent cross section) in barn/atom, 

and Ai the atomic weight for element no. i in building material 

of density p. 

Typical Danish bricks have the following composition (Je78) 

as shown in Table 1. 

Element 

Element 

0 
Si 
Al 
Fe 
Ca 
Mq 
K 
Na 

composition for Danish bricks, w^% 

Red bricks 

48 
21 
21 
6 
-

1.6 
3.6 
0.1 

Yellow bricks 

42 
17 
12 
7 
17 
2.9 
3.3 
0.2 

Table 1. Weight percentages of elements in typical Danish bricks. 

The linear attenuation coefficients for red and yellow bricks 

have been calculated with values of o$ from Sto 67. Table 

2 shows the attenuation coefficients used in this study, calc

ulated as average values for red and yellow bricks. 
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linear attenuation coefficient for Danish bricks 

»hoton energy (MeV) 

0.1 

0.2 

0.3 

0.5 

1.0 

1.5 
2.0 

Linear attenuation 

coefficient, ii(cm_1) 

0.2996 

0.2126 

0.1820 

0.1483 

0.1082 

0.08809 

0.07605 

Table 2. Linear attenuation coefficients for typical Danish 

bricks. 

Values of Mair and (Men/p)air are also taken from Sto 67. 

The density for bricks is assumed to be 1.7 g-cm"^, a nj ^n an 

the calculations the building materials have been set equivalent 

to a brick thickness Xeq defined as: 

Xeq = (43) 
P 

where X_ is the mass-thickness in g'cm'^ and p is the density of 

bricks. 

Dose build-up factors for water have been used, because the dif

ference between build-up factors for light elements is of minor 

importance. 

Capo's bivariant formulae (Ca 58) for the calculation of build-up 

factors have been used. 

B(E,ux) »I I cAj [MX] 'E (44) 

i»o j»o 
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3 
= I Bi(E)- I « ] 1 (45) 
i=o 

4 
Ø^E) = I cii-E~3 (46) 

j=o 

The Capo coefficients are shown in Table 3. 

J/1 
0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

0 

1.01094 

-6.00394 

7.20778 

-3.01498 

3.94733 

Polynominal Coefficients, CJJ 

E+0 

E-2 

E-2 

E-2 

E-3 

1 

1.16772 E-1 

2.32125 E+0 

-2.12801 E+0 

7.67783 E-1 

-9.08139 E-2 

2 

-7.65869 E-3 

-1.79023 E-2 

2.41735 E-1 

-4.34443 E-2 

-1.34203 E-2 

3 

1.67068 

5.69295 

-7.96332 

7.23758 

-9.87237 

E-4 

E-4 

E-3 

E-3 

E-4 

Table 3. Capo coefficients for dose build-up factors for water. 

The coefficients are defined for the following intervals: 

0.255 MeV£ E £ 10 MeV 

0 £ wc £ 20 

For photon energies below 0.255 MeV the coefficients for 0.255 

MeV are used. 

2'l,2*_sll^e.1^n.9_^£ci.0£s_^2r—ty.pic£1_b£^idin2.si. 

Based on data from the Danish Building Research Institute 

shielding factors have been calculated for typical Danish houses. 

These shielding factors have been used as the basis for the pa

rameter study in Sect. 4. The data used in the calculations 

are given in Table 4. 
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Dimensions 

Outer wall, Xf (Xf) 

Partition wall* X$ 

Inner wall« X^n 

Floor/ceiling, Xg 

Roof + ceiling, Xroof 

Equivalent roof dis
tance, aroof 

Road/plot, wroad 

Detector height, a 

Length 2b 

Width, 2c 

Height, Z0 

Density 

Window percentage 

Multistorey 

60 g*cm~2 

26 

22 

17 

25 

1.75 m 

20 m 

1 m 

9.0 m 

7.8 a 

2.8 m 

1.7 g-cm" 

25% 

house 

(41) 

-3 

Single-family house 

40 g*cm~2 (32) 

-

22 g-cm-2 

-

11 g*cm"2 

1.75 m 

1700 m2(see Fig. 9) 

1 m 

8.0 m 

15.0 m 

2.5 m 

1.7 g»cm~3 

25% 

Table 4. Data for single-family and multistorey houses. 

In Figures 9 and 10 the ground areas included in the dose rate 

calculations are shown for single-family and multistorey buil

dings, respectively. The calculations have been performed by 

numerical integration. A Simpson formula has been used, and 

the numerical accuracy in the calculations is 0.1%. 
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Own plot 
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K£XX:: :15m: 
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2bO0m 

Pig. 9. Geometry for s ingle-family house a reas . 

Road Road 

20m J 

m * • 

KDOO 

20m -I 

nDOn 

Pig. 10. Geometry for mult is torey house areas. 
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Table 5 shows the calculated shielding factors for 0.5 MeV 

photons assuming a uniform surface activity distribution on all 

surfaces for multistoreyed buildings, and a ten-times larger 

surface activity on the ground than on the roof and outer walls 

for single-family houses. The reason for the latter is that ex

periments indicate that the deposition velocity for smooth sur

faces like houses and asphalt roads is more than one magnitude 

less than for grass surfaces (Ro81). 

For single-family houses, the shielding factor is found to be 

approximately 0.07, corresponding to a reduction factor of 15 

of the outdoor dose rate from an infinite surface source having 

the same deposition as the gardens surrounding the houses. For 

multistorey buildings, the largest reduction is found in the 

highest buildings, and here for the apartments on their middle 

floors. In this case the outdoor dose rate from an infinite 

surface source having the same deposition as on houses and 

roads is reduced by a factor of up to 100 (shielding factor 

0.01). For smaller buildings, the shielding factor for apart

ments on the middle floors is about 0.02, whereas in all cases 

the apartments on the bottom and top floors give poorest pro

tection, corresponding to a shielding factor of 0.03-0.04. 

Storey 
no. 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Single 1-st. 2-st. 3-st 

065 .036 .032 .031 

.039 .019 .015 

.034 .015 

.034 

4-st. 

.031 

.014 

.011 

.015 

.034 

5-st 

.031 

.014 

.010 

.011 

.014 

.034 

6-st 

.031 

014 

0098 

.0099 

.011 

.014 

.034 

7-st. 

.031 

.014 

.0098 

.0097 

.0097 

.010 

.014 

.034 

8-st 

.031 

.014 

.0098 

.0097 

.0096 

0096 

.010 

.014 

.034 

9-st 10-st. 

031 .031 

.014 .014 

0098 0098 

.0097 .0097 

.0095 .0095 

.0094 .0094 

.0095 .0093 

.010 0094 

.014 .010 

.034 .014 

.034 

Table 5. Calculated shielding factors for rianish houses. 
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Experiments have been carried out in the USA to determine the 

shielding factor for houses, primarily for free-standing, one-

storeyed or two-storeyed houses (Au 59, Bu 66, Bu 70). In order 

to simulate a homogeneously distributed surface source on the 

ground and on the roof, use was made of a tube system placed 

around the house and on the roof; a relatively strong radio

active source was pumped through the tubinq at a constant rate. 

Integrating dosimeters were set up in the different rooms in 

the house to measure the dose from the rotating source. These 

experiments were intended to clarify the shielding effect of 

typical American houses in the event of fallout from nuclear 

weapons. 

For houses built of brick or concrete blocks, reduction factors 

in the 5-10 range were found away from doors and windows in 

the outer rooms. Reduction factors of 10 to 20 were found in 

inner rooms (Bu 66). Taking into account the differences be

tween building traditions and standards in the USA and Denmark, 

there is reasonably good agreement between the experimental re

sults and the calculations used in the present study. In the 

Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) a reduction factor of 5 was 

used (Bu 75). 

The distribution of different houses in the city of Copenhagen 

(given by the Danish Department of Statistics), and the assump

tion that the surface activity concentration is the same on 

single-family houses, multistorey houses and ground in urban 

areas, and furthermore a factor of 10 higher on the ground in 

areas with single-family houses will give the following weighted 

shielding S^n: 

Sin = 0.006 

This means that the average individual indoor dose rate for 

the municipality of Copenhagen is 170 times less than the dose 

rate one meter above an infinite surface having the same acti

vity concentration as the gardens surrounding single-family 

houses. 
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With the same assumptions concerning surface concentration a 

time-averaged shielding factor can be calculated from: 

- v fci 

St = I Si 

i 168 

= 168 [ps•(tin•Sin+tQUt•Sout+ttrans *Strans+twork * SWQrk)single 

+(1-Ps)*(tin *Sin+tQUt *Sout+ttrans•Strans+twork * Swork)urban] (47) 

where tin, tout, ttrans
 an<3 ''work a r e the times during a week 

spent indoors, outdoors, in transport vehicles, and at work 

and Sin, Sout, Strans»
 and swork are the corresponding shield

ing factors with reference to the dose rate one meter above an 

infinite surface with the same concentration as for single 

family house gardens. The ratio of single-family houses to 

the total number of residences in the Copenhagen area, ps, is 

0.0592. In the calculation of S^ it is assumed that a represen

tative shielding factor for work/ school, Swork, has appro

ximately the same value as for a first floor apartment in a 

3-storeyed house, based on the consideration that factories, 

public offices, hospitals, colleges, schools, etc., are normal

ly larger buildings with thick walls. Sout has been calculated 

from F.q. 38 and Strans n a s been determined experimentally for 

transport vehicles (La 82). Table 6 shows the values for the 

parameters used to calculate Sf 

Location 

Outdoors 

Transport 

Work/school 

Home 

Time distribut 

6.2% 

5.0% 

23.8% 

65.0% 

ion Single-fami 
house area 

0.6 

0.25 

0.0015 

0.065 

iy Urban 
area 

0.06 

0.030 

0.0015 

EpiSi=0.0023 

Table 6. Shielding factors for different locations. 
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With these values the time-averaged shielding factor for the 

municipality of Copenhagen have been calculated to the following 

value: 

St = 0.012 

meaning that the average individual dose rate over a week for 

persons that live and work in the Copenhagen area is 80 times 

less than the dose rate one meter above an infinite surface 

with the same activity concentration as the single-family 

house gardens. 

4. PARAMETER STUDY 

4.1. Window areas 

When staying indoor near windows the shielding for gamma radi

ation from activity deposited on outer walls and ground sur

faces is negligible. This is in the model achieved by defining 

an effective (fictive) front-wall thickness that has the same 

transmission factor for gamma radiation as a combination of 

the transmission factors for the front wall and windows. Is p 

the fraction of indoor residence time spent at windows, Xf 

and Xwin<jow the thickness of front wall and windows, then an 

effective front-wall thickness Xf can be calculated from: 

T(Xf) = P*T(Xwindow)+ d-p)'T(Xf) (48) 

* p + (1-p)'T(Xf) 

where T is the transmission factor defined as the product of 

the dose build up factor and the attenuation factor: 

B(Xf)*e"
uXf « p + (1-p)'B(Xf)*e"

MXf (49) 

In this study the fraction of indoor residence time p spent at 

windows is set equal to the fraction of the outer walls that 
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is covered by windows. This reflects the fact that the dose rate 

at any detector point in the house contains both a "window" 

component and an "away from window" component. However, the 

method is considered somewhat conservative for at least two 

reasons. Firstly, it is assumed that the activity deposited on 

the windows has the same concentration as that on the walls. 

It will probably be significantly lower. Secondly, the "win

dow" component from activity deposited on the ground will only 

from a fraction of the ground area surrounding the building. 

In the model the total ground area will be included. 

Fig. 11 shows the effective front wall thickness Xf as a func

tion of the front-wall thickness Xf for a number of p-values 

between 0.2 and 0.6, and valid for a photon energy of 0.5 MeV. 

20 30 
Front wall thickness (cm) 

SO 

Fig. 11. Effective front-wall thickness for 0.5 MeV photons. 

The shielding factors shown in Table 5 in Sect. 3.6.2 have 

been calculated for a window fraction of 25% of the outer wall 

area. Fig. 12 shows the corresponding shielding factors for 

different window fractions ranging from 10% - 50%. 
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Fig. 12. Shielding factors as a function of window fraction 

for a single family and a 10-story house. 

For single-family houses ca. 90% of the indoor dose rate orig

inates from activity deposited on the ground and 3% from activ

ity on the wall. This is not surprising as it is assumed that 

the activity concentration on the ground is ten times larger 

than on the building surfaces. When the window percentage is 

increased from 10% to 50% the dose rate from the outer wall 

(plus windows) and ground is increased by a factor of 2 for 

the given building dimension. Therefore, the shielding factor 

will increase with nearly a factor of 2 as shown in Fig. 12. 

For multistorey buildings with ten storeys 99% of the indoor 

dose rate in the bottom floor originates from activity deposi

ted on the ground and outer wall (71% from road and 28% from outer 

wall). The dose rate from these two sources will both increase 

by a factor of 3.4 for the given building dimension when the 

window fraction is increased from 10% to 50% and, consequently, 

so will the shielding factor. 

At the fifth floor ca. 97% of the indoor dose rate originates 

from activity on the outer wall. When the window fraction is 

increased from 10% to 50% the dose rate from the wall will 

increase with nearly a factor of 4. Therefore, the shielding 

factor will increase nearly with the same factor. 
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At the tenth floor the dose rate from the roof accounts for 

60%-80% of the total dose rate, depending on the window frac

tion. The rest of the dose rate originates from the walls 

as the contribution from the road is negligible. Due to 

the relatively large contribution from the roof the total 

dose rate at the upper floor will be less dependent on the 

window fractionr even when the dose rate from the walls will 

increase with almost a factor of 4 if the window fraction is 

increased from 10% to 50%. As seen at Pig. 12 the shielding 

factor is increased only by approximately 40%. 

4.2. Outer-wall thickness 

When the outer-wall thickness is either increased or decreased the 

indoor dose rate will correspondingly increase or decrease. The 

shielding factors shown in Table 5 have been calculated for 

an outer-wall thickness of 35 cm for a multistoreyed building 

and 24 cm for a single-family house. Figure 13 shows the corres

ponding shielding factors for other values of outer wall thick

ness. 

.I0r 

.09 

08 Bottom ston 

W.07 

2 06 

I.OAt 

.03 

.02 

.01 

0, 

Single family 

2>.05f 10th storey 

i 
5th storey 

Inner wall 13 cm 
Window percentage: 25% 

10 20 30 40 
Outer wall thickness, cm 

50 

Pig. 13. Shielding factors as a function of outer-wall thick

ness for a single-family and a 10-storey house. 
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If the outer-wall thickness for a single-family house is increa

sed from 15 cm to 35 cm, the indoor dose rate contribution from 

activity deposited on the walls and the ground will decrease 

with approximately a factor of 3. The dose rate from the surroun

ding ground area will contribute with 80%-90% of the total 

indoor dose in that interval, and the shielding factor will 

correspondingly decrease with a factor of approximately 2.5. 

At the bottom floor in a multistorey building the indoor dose rate 

from activity deposited on ground and wall will decrease with ap

proximately a factor 3 when the outer-wall thickness is increased 

from 15 cm to 35 cm. Consequently, the shielding factor will de

crease with the same factor, as 99% of the dose rate originates 

from ground and outer-wall. 

At the fifth floor the dose rate is dominated by the radiation 

from activity deposited on the outer-wall, i.e. 95-97% of the 

total. This contribution will decrease with approximately a 

factor of 3 for the outer-wall interval mentioned. Therefore, 

the shielding factor will also decrease with a factor 3. 

At the tenth floor the dose rate from the roof accounts for 

50% - 70% of the total dose rate, depending on the outer wall 

thickness in the interval 15-35 cm. The remaining dose rate 

originates from the outer wall with a corresponding contri

bution of 50%-30%. The shielding factor will therefore be less 

dependent of the outer-wall thickness, and for the given build

ing dimensions approximately a factor of 1.5. 

4.3. Inner-wall thickness 

When the inner-wall thickness is increased the indoor dose rate 

will decrease and vice versa. When the inner-wall thickness is 

increased from 0 to 25 cm, contribution to the indoor dose rate 

from activity deposited on the ground, outer-walls, and roof 

will all decrease with nearly a factor of 2, for both single 

family and multistoreyed houses. Therefore, the shielding fac

tors will also decrease with approximately a factor of 2 as 

shown at Fig. 14. 
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Outer walls 
Single family:24cm 
Multistorey :35cm 
Window percentage: 2 5 % 

5 K> 15 20 
Inner wad thickness, c m 

Fig. 14. Shielding factors as a function of inner-wall thickness 

for a single-family and a 10-storey house. 

4.4. Road and ground width 

The dose rate contribution from activity deposited on ground 

surfaces will - as far as multistorey buildings are concerned -

be the dominant contributor to the total indoor dose rate in 

the lower-placed apartments. In the higher-placed apartments 

the contribution of the ground surface source will fall due 

to increased distance and increased front-wall shielding. For 

single-family houses the ground surface will be far the most 

dominant source. In the shielding factors shown in Table 5 

the indoor dose rate contribution from the ground surfâ t. is 

75%, 3% and 0% of the total dose rate at the bottom floor, fifth 

floor, and tenth floor, respectively, in a 10-storey building. 

For a single family house the corresponding figure is ca. 90%. 

Therefore, when the ground and road surface width is increased 

(see Figs. 9 and 10) the shielding factors for a single-family 

house and lower-placed apartments will be the most affected, 

whereas for the higher-placed apartments the shielding factors 

will be nearly independent of changes of road width. 
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10 15 20 25 30 
Road and ground width, m 

Fig. 15. Shielding factors as a function of road and ground width 

for a single-family and a 10-storey house. 

It is seen from Pig. 15 that the bottom storey and single-family 

shielding factors is increased by 25%-35% when the ground and 

road width is increased by af factor of 2 of the values shown 

in Figs. 9 and 10. Furthermore, it appears that the shielding 

factor for a single-family house and at the bottom storey will 

decrease with approximately a factor of 2 if the ground and road 

width is decreased from 30 meters to 0. 

4.5. Decontamination of surfaces 

The model for calculation of the shielding factors use inde 

pendent surface activity concentrations on the ground, walls, 

and roof. Therefore, the indoor dose rate reduction after a 

given decontamination effort can be found. Calling the shiel

ding factor for the original deposition S0, and the shielding 

factor calculated for the reduced concentration Sre(], the 

indoor dose rate reduction from decontamination will be equal 

to S0/Sped. 
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Pig. 16 shows the effect on the shielding factor for a single 

family house by decontamination of the different surfaces. 

.10 

.09 

.08 

-i 1 1 r 

Single family 

Outer wall:24cm 
Inner wall: 13 cm 
Window percentage: 2 5 % 

50 100 
Decontamination percentage 

Fig. 16. Shielding factor for a single-family house as a func

tion of the degree of decontamination. 

It is seen that if the ground surface is decontaminated to 50% 

of the original deposition then the indoor dose rate is reduced 

by a factor of nearly 2. It also appears that even if the roof 

and outer walls are fully decontaminated the indoor dose rate 

reduction will be only 13*. The reason for this is the assump

tion that the originally deposited activity concentration on 

ground surfaces is ten times higher than on outer-walls and 

roof {Ro 81). 

For the lower apartment in a multistorey building the conditions 

will be slightly different as shown in Fig. 17. 
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Fig. 17. Shielding factor for a 10-storey house as a function 

of the degree of decontamination. 

Here the assumption is that the deposited activity concentration 

is the same on all surfaces including the road surface (Ro 81). 

Therefore, a decontamination of the outer-wall will have a 

larger influence than for a single-family house. A 50% decon

tamination of road and outer-wall will reduce the indoor dose 

rate by a factor of exactly 2 because the roof component is 

negligible. If either the road or outer-walls are fully decon

taminated the indoor dose rate will be reduced by 72% and 28%, 

respectively. 

For an apartment at the fifth floor in a 10-storey building 

the dose rate components from the roof and the road are negli

gible as shown in Fig. 18. This means that a given reduction 

of the outer-wall contamination will result in the same re

duction of the indoor dose rate. 
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Decontamination percentage 

Fig. 18. Shielding factor for a 10-story house as a function 

of the degree of decontamination. 

For the upper apartment the indoor dose rate is dominated by 

the activity deposited on the roof as shown in Fig. 19. 

.0* 

.04 

10th storey 

Outer walb 35 cm 
Inner wall 13 cm 
Window percentage: 25% 

Road 

Decontamination percentage 

Fig. 19. Shielding factor for a 10-storey house as a function of 

the degree of decontamination. 
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If the roof is decontaminated to 50% of the original depostion 

the indoor dose rate will be reduced by almost 40%. If either 

the roof or outer—walls are fully decontaminated the indoor 

dose rate will be reduced by 73% and 27%, respectively. 

4.6. Photon energy 

Photons of higher energy will be more penetrating than photons 

of lower energy as seen from the linear attenuation coeffi

cients shown in Table 2 in Section 3.6.1. This implies that 

indoor protection from radiation originating from deposited 

activity will be less for radionuclides with high photon 

energies than for those with low photon energies. The shiel

ding factors will therefore increase with increasing photon 

energy. The relevant photon energies for radionuclides released 

by nuclear reactor accidents will be in the range from 0.1-1.5 

Mev. 

In Pig. 20 shielding factors are shown as a function photon 

energy for a single-family and a 10-storey house. 

.09 

oe 
Single famiy 24cm 

Rwton 
10 

•ncrgy#M(V 15 

Fig. 20. Shielding factors as a function of photon energy for 

a single-family and a 10-storey house. 
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It appears from the figure that the shielding factor is decreased 

by a factor of ca. 2, when the energy is decreased from 0.5 MeV to 

0.1 Mev and increased by less than 50 pet, when the »nergy is in

creased from 0.5 MeV to 1.5 MeV. 

All the shielding factors shown in this report are calculated for 

a photon energy of 0.5 MeV. These values can be used with a fairly 

good approximation for radiaton from the longlived radionuclide 

T^cs, that has a photon energy of 0.66 MeV. 

5. DISCUSSION OF UNCERTAINTIES 

The uncertainty in the shielding factors calculated in this re

port is dependent on the uncertainties of the calculated dose 

rates from the different surface sources. 

The fundamental calculation method used here is based on the so-

called exponential point attenuation kernel that links the radi

ation flux density or other measurable quantity related to the 

flux density at a given detector point to the point-source 

strength. Attenuation resulting from geometrical spreading 

with increasing distance from the source as well as exponential 

attenuation and scattering of the photons are taken into con

sideration. The assumptions for the point kernel method are that 

both the source and shielding medium are isotropic, i.e. that 

the source radiates uniformly in all directions and that the 

medium has the same attenuating properties in all directions. 

Besides, as far as scattering of photons is concerned it is 

assumed that both source and detector are located within 

an infinite homogeneous medium. For a given extended isotropic 

source the flux density is found by proper integration of the 

point kernel over the source extension (cf.Eq. 14 in Sect. 

2 • 2 • i) • 

These assumption-* are approximately fulfilled in the calcu

lations of the reference dose rate (Eq. 4 Sec.:. 2.1.1.) and 

the outdoor dose rat« from finite surfaces (Eq. 9 and 13 in 

Sect. 2.1.2 and 2.1,3) as verified by transport theory calcu-
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lations (Be72) and experimental measurements (La82). Therefore, 

the outdoor dose rate can be calculated with an accuracy of 

perhaps 10-20%. 

Otherwise, in the calculation of the indoor dose rate the as

sumption that the source and the detector should be located 

within an infinite medium is not quite fulfilled. As the dose 

build up factors have been derived for an infinite medium the 

indoor dose rate is overestimated in some cases when calculated 

from the point kernel method. The infinity assumption is nearly 

always fulfilled for the building walls in the plane perpendicu

lar to the line from source to detector point. All the scattered 

photons in the wall will arise here from an arta within 2-3 

mean free paths in the wall material around the primary photon 

direction, i.e. within a 10-40 cm radius, depending on the 

photon energy. 

On the other hand, as the detector point inside an apartment 

is surrounded by air the infinity-assumption can never be 

fulfilled along the photon direction. Therefore, the photons 

that in an homogenous medium will be back-scattered from the 

semi-infinite medium behind the detector point will be lacking. 

However, it is believed that this is counterbalanced by the 

backscatter from inner walls, floor, and ceiling in the apart

ment. The back-scatter component that is contained in the dose 

build-up factor is of importance only for lower photon energies 

and can be neglected for energies above 1 MeV (Ja68). 

Another important source of uncertainty is the deposition vel

ocities for the different surfaces as roads, gardens, walls, and 

roofs. In this report it is assumed that the deposition vel

ocities to all other surfaces apart from gardens are equal, and 

in the case of gardens a factor of ten higher. 

If, for instance, the deposition velocity to gardens was equal 

to that of all other surfaces, then the shielding factor for a 

single family-house would be doubled. Additionally, if the 

deposition velocity to outer walls was neglected as is done in 

several studies (Spe80, Bu75) then the shielding factor for 

the middle floors in multistorey buildings would decrease 
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by a factor of 30. It is therefore very important when calcu

lating realistic shielding factors that the ratio of the depo

sition velocities to the different surfaces are known. 

Uncertainties will also depend on geometrical simplifications 

of the buildings and their surroundings and the data used in 

the calculations for attenuation, build-up, and energy absorp

tion. However, it is believed that these uncertainties are of 

minor importance compared with those already mentioned. 

As the uncertainty of the reference dose rate is small, the 

overall uncertainty of the calculated shielding factors is 

equal to the uncertainty of the calculated indoor dose rates. 

For given surface deposits, building dimensions, and sur

rounding area sizes it is believed that shielding factors for 

photon energies above 1 NeV can be calculated with an accuracy 

of 20-30%. For low photon energies the shielding factors can 

be somewhat overestimated by using build-up factors for an 

infinite homogeneous medium. 

6. CONCLUSION 

A computer model has been developed in order to calculate 

shielding factors for typical Danish houses for gamma radi

ation from fall-out radioactivity, and the results shown in 

this report have been used to calculate the consequences from 

hypothetical accidents at the Barsebåck nuclear power plant 

in Sweden (Gj82). The model can be used also for other specified 

house types, and it has in fact been used to calculate also 

the shielding factors for typical houses in the other Nordic 

countries (Tv82). 

An important feature of the model is that independent activity 

concentration is assumed at various surfaces. Tnerefore, it 

will be possible to analyse situations within risk studies 

where the deposition velocity to ground surfaces is different 

from that of house surfaces, as well as situations where de-
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contamination has changed the surface activity concentration 

on the different surfaces. 

For gamma radiation from deposited 137Cs a typical Danish single-

family house will give a protection factor of 10-20 relative 

to the outdoor dose rate one meter above an infinite surface 

source having the same deposition as on the surface of the 

surrounding gardens. Multistorey buildings will give correspon

ding protection factors of 25-100 assuming that the infinite 

surface source has the same deposition as houses and roads. 

For the Copenhagen area the time-averaged protection factor for 

137cs_radiation has been calculated to 80 meaning that the aver

age individual dose rate in the metropolitan area is 80 times 

less than the dose rate one meter above an infinite surface 

source with the same surface concentration as the single family 

house gardens in the city. 

It should be emphasized however, that the time-averaged shield

ing factor should be used to calculate only the individual doses 

that could result in stochastic effects, and not the individual 

doses that could result in non-stochastic effects. For this pur

pose, the shielding factors in a given area should be divided 

in classes and a time-averaged shielding factor calculated for 

each. 
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Abstract 

This report describes a computer model that 
calculates shielding factors for indoor re
sidence in multistorey and single family hou
ses for gamma radiation from activity deposi
ted on roofs, outer walls, and ground surfa
ces. The dimensions of the buildings inclu
ding window areas and the nearby surroun
dings has to be specified in the calcula
tions. 

Shielding factors can be calculated for dif
ferent photon energies and for a uniform 
surface activity distribution as well as for 
separate activity on roof, outer wall, and 
ground surface achieved from decontamination 
or different deposition velocities. For a 
given area with a known distribution of dif
ferent houses a weighted shielding factor 
can be calculated as well as a time-averaged 
one based on a given residence time distri
bution for work/school, home, outdoors, and 
transportation. 

Calculated shielding factors are shown for 
typical Danish houses. To give an impres
sion of the sensitivity of the shielding 
factors on the parameters used in the model, 
variations were made in some of the most 
important parameters: wall thickness, road 
and ground width, percentage of outer wall 
covered by windows, photon energy, and de
contamination percentage for outer walls, 
ground, and roofs. The uncertainty of the 
calculations is discussed. 
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